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February 10, 2015
To whom it may concern,
I am writing this letter as a testimonial to the outstanding work of Dürfeld Log and Timber.
Ric Dürfeld and his team of craftsmen provide an amazing level of service marked by attention
to detail and a deep understanding and respect for their craft. Having recently completed a
project that pushed the technical limits of log construction, I can wholeheartedly say that
the success of the final product would not have been possible without the knowledge brought to
the table by Dürfeld Log and Timber.
While our project looked simple on paper, it was anything but that incorporating a complex
jack system, tolerances of less than ¼” and tight integration with structural steel members,
rafters, and glass window walls. There was no room for error and as builders, we were
apprehensive and doubtful logs could be cut and assembled with that precision. We were totally
wrong. Dürfeld and his crew completed this complex project to perfection, meeting these
tolerances with little to no saw-dust made on site.
In addition to the technical expertise brought to the project by the Dürfeld crew, another
important component of their work is the quality and grade of timbers and logs they are able
to source. With a lifetime in the business and a deep respect for the forests these products
come from, Ric Dürfeld has developed the best sources for his material and the knowledge of
how to work with the character that is unique to each individual log.
Ric Dürfeld, his sons Levon and Caius, Phil Harrison (building designer/project coordinator)
and crew are true craftsmen and a pleasure to work with. For their quality, service, knowledge
and craft I fully endorse Dürfeld Log and Timber and can say without doubt that they will be
my first call for any log home project.
Sincerely,
Chris Pineo
Project Manager, Schuchart Dow Inc.

